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ESEA FLEXIBILITY MONITORING

The U.S. Department of Education (ED) is committed to supporting State educational agencies
(SEAs) as they implement ambitious reform agendas through their approved ESEA flexibility
requests. Consistent with this commitment, ED has designed a monitoring process to assess an
SEA's implementation of the principles of ESEA flexibility and the State-level systems and
processes needed to support that implementation.

Part B Monitoring
In Part B monitoring, SEA implementation of ESEA flexibility was reviewed across several key
areas: State-level Systems and Processes, Principle 1, Principle 2, and Principle 3, as outlined in the
ESEA flexibiliry Part B Monitoring Protocol. In each broad area, ED identified key elements that are
required under ESEA flexibility and are likely to lead to increased achievement for students.
Through examination of documentation submitted by the SEA and interviews with SEA staff, ED
assessed the effectiveness of implementation of ESEA flexibility by identifying the extent to which
an SE.A:
1. Is ensuring that implementation is occurring consistent with the SE.A's approved request and
the principles and timelines of ESEA flexibility.
2. Is continuing to review and make adjustments to support implementation.

3. Is establishing systems and process to sustain implementation and improvements.
The report contains the following sections:
• I fighlights ofthe SF::A 's Implementation. This section identifies key accomplishments in the
SEA's implementation of ESEA flexibility.
• Status ofImplementation ofESE./l Flexibili(y. This section indicates whether or not the SEA has
met expectations for each element of ESEA flexibility.
• Elements Requiring Next Steps. When appropriate, this section identifies any elements where
the SEA is not meeting expectations and includes "Next Steps" that the SEA must take to
meet expectations.
• Recommendations to Strengthen Implementation. This section provides recommendations to
support the SEA in continuing to meet the principles and timelines of ESEA flexibility and
strengthening implementation.
• Additional Comments. When appropriate, this section includes any additional information
related to the SEA's implementation of ESEA flexibility not included elsewhere.
HIGHLIGHTS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF ESEA FLEXIBILITY

The SEA's work includes the following key accomplishments relating to the implementation of
ESEA flexibility and/ or efforts to engage in a process of continuous review and analysis, particularly
for those elements receiving a comprehensive review:
•

!DOE has developed and posted to its website a robust series of tutorial videos to build the
capacity of all teachers to successfully write and implement Student Learning Objectives
(SLOs), one of three measures of student growth under IDOE's new teacher evaluation
system (including individual student growth and school-wide growth based on annual
standardized assessment results).

STATUS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF ESEA FLEXIBILITY
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ELEMENTS REQUIRING NEXT STEPS

Element

Monitoring
The SEA has not demonstrated that this clement is carried out consistent with
its approved E SEA flexibility request and the principles and timelines outlined
in the document titled ESI'~ rlexibiliry and tl1e Education Department General
Administrative Regulations (EDGAR) 80.40.
IDOE docs not have a process in place to monitor implementation of collegeand career-ready standards.

Summary and
Status of
Similarly, IDOE does not have a process in place to review local educational
Implementation
agency (I .EA) teacher and principal evaluation systems nor monitor
implementation of these systems, which were required by Indiana law to be
implemented by the 2012-2013 school year. !DOE does require each LEA to
submit its evaluation plan and provide an assurance that it aligns with the
requirements of ESEA flexibility; however, the SEA docs not have a process in
place to review the evaluation plans or implementation at the LEA level.

Next Steps

As part of its ESEA flexibility extension request, IDOE must amend its ESEA
flexibility request to include a high-quality plan (see pp. 2-3 of "ESEA Flexibility
Review Guidance" at: httr!: LLwww2.ed.gov Lpolic~LelsecLgllidLeseaflexibility/index.html for clements of a high-quality plan) for the process it will
use to (see next page):
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Element

Monitorill1!

•

•

Element

Monitor the status of implementatio n of CCR standards for all students
during the 2013-2014 school year and beyond; and
Review teacher and principal evaluation systems submitted by LEAs and
monitor their implementation, including ensuring that systems meet all
ESEA flexibility requirements, beginning in the 2014-2015 school year.

Technical Assistance
The SEA has not demonstrated that this clement is carried out consistent with
its approved ESEJ\ flexibility request and the principles and timelines outlined
in the document titled ESEA Fl.exibili!J and sections 1111 (b)(8) and 1117 of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as amended (ESEA). SEAs
are required, for all ESEA flexibility principles to "establish a statewide system
of intensive and sustained support and improvement for local educational
agencies" including assisting LEAs to develop the capacity to comply with
ESEA flexibility requirements.

Summary and
Status of
Implementation

To support its transition to college- and career-ready (CCR) standards, !DOE
" ... committed to ensuring that English language learners and students with
disabilities have equal access to the College-and-Career ready Standards ... "
However, IDOE has not carried out its plan.
Additionally, with regard to Principle 3, the SEA described, in its approved
ESEA flexibility request, a system of ongoing targeted assistance supported by
two representatives of the Office of Educator and Effectiveness Leadership
(EEL) per region (eight total); however, during the monitoring event, IDOE
indicated that ongoing technical assistance was being provided to LEJ\s on a
request basis only, by one EEL staff member. Additionally, due to capacity
issues, the SEA is not providing ongoing technical assistance to LEJ\s based on
the review of educator evaluation systems.

Next Steps

As part of its ESEA flexibility extension request, TDOE will amend its ESEA
flexibility request to include a high-quality plan to:
• Provide technical assistance and support to LEAs to support all students,
including students with disabilities and English I .earners, in the transition to
CCR standards as described below in the next steps for "Transition to and
Implement College- and Career-Ready Standards"; and
Provide technical assistance to LEAs regarding the design and
implementation of teacher and principal evaluation systems based on reviews
of LEA evaluation systems and results of monitoring activities as described
above in "Monitoring", including steps for developing SEA capacity to
provide such support.

•
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Element

Family & Community Engagement and Outreach
The SEA has not demonstrated that this element is carried out consistent with
its approved ESEA flexibility request and the principles and timclines outlined
in the document titled ESE.A F/exibili!J.

Summary and
Status of
Implementation

Next Steps

Element

Through the calendar year 2012, IDOE regularly assembled a formal teacher
advisory group that informed the development of the ESEA flexibility request
submission and ongoing implementation issues; however, since 2012, IDOE has
not conducted formal outreach through stakeholder groups representing
teachers or parents, to ensure that teacher, parents and other stakeholders
understand the implications of ESEA flexibility, for LEAs, schools, parents and
students, and to help to inform the implementation of the SEA's approved
ESEA flexibility request on an ongoing basis.

As part of its ESEA flexibility extension request, the SEA will submit an
amendment including a high-quality plan to:
• Meaningfu11y engage and solicit input from teachers and their
representatives and other diverse stakeholders on an ongoing basis to
inform SEA implementation of its ESEA flexibility request; and
• Ensure that teachers, parents, including parents of students with
disabilities and English Learners, and other diverse stakeholders
understand the implications of the SEA's ESEA flexibility plan for
LEAs, schools, teachers, and students.

Transition to and Implement College- and Career-Ready Standards
The SEA has not demonstrated that this clement is carried out consistent with
its approved E SEA flexibility request and the principles and timclines outlined
in the document titled ESE/l Flexibifi!J, which states that" ... an SEA must
demonstrate that it has college- and career-ready expectations for all students
[including English Learners and students with disabilities] in the State by
adopting college- and career-ready standards in at least reading/ language arts
and mathematics, [and] transitioning to and implementing such standards
statewide for all students and schools .... " by the 2013-2014 school year.

Summary and
Status of
Implementation To support the transition of English Learners to CCR standards in 2013-2014,
IDOE committed, in its approved ESEA flexibility request to adopt English
language proficiency (ELP) standards and "formalize and provide additional
technical assistance and supports starewide" including guidance regarding
aligning new ELP standards with E nglish/ language arts standards; however, at
the time of the monitoring event, IDOE had not adopted ELP standards and
was in the process of developing a formal plan for the provision of training and
support materials to educators, for delivery beginning the second semester of
the 2013-2014 school year. Subsequent to the mo11itorin1!. event, on October 30, 2013,
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Element

Transition to and Implement College- and Career-Ready Standards
!DOE adopted the World-Class Instmctionaf Design and Assessment (W'I DA) EU)
standards andprovided a timefine for the delivery oftraining and support materials.
To support students with disabilities in their transition to CCR standards, IDOE
committed to utilizing its technical assistance centers to provide a series of
training activities to prepare all teachers to instruct students with disabilities in
the context of new CCR standards beginning in the 2013-2014 school year.
IDOE provided targeted professional development to only a limited number of
LEAs that applied for its "Project Success" program. IDOE indicated during
the monitoring event that it had partnered with a contractor to commence a
series of train-the-trainer regional meetings in the future and to facilitate the
development and delivery o f professional development modules supporting the
transition of students with disabilities to CCR standards.
The SEA has not developed or delivered to educators various support materials
described in its approved request. For students with disabilities assessed against
grade level standards, !DOE committed to developing guidance materials to
assist LEAs in selecting and administering instructional and assessment
accommodations in the context of the new standards. For students \vith severe
cognitive disabilities tested against alternate achievement standards, the SEA
indicated it would utilize materials developed by the National Center and State
Collaborative - for math, these guidance materials were delivered to a small
group of LEAs via the SEA's "Project Success" program, though not distributed
to IDOE's educators in general, and ELA guidance is still under development.
To further support students with disabilities, IDOE described a strong
commitment to Response to Intervention (Rtl) in its approved ESEA flexibility
request, including an emphasis on progress monitoring of students with
disabilities in the context of CCR standards; however, during the monitoring
event, IDOE indicated progress monitoring supports and tools were still under
development and that Rtl is "not sufficiently embedded" throughout Indiana.
Additionally, IDOE has not conducted monitoring activities to help ensure the
successful implementation of CCR standards for all students beginning in the
2013-2014 school year.
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Next Steps

As part of its ESEA flexibility extension request, the SEA must submit
amendments to its approved ESEA flexibility request to:
• Provide technical assistance and supports to educators of students with
disabilities for the transition co CCR standards in the 2013-2014 school
year and beyond;
• Provide technical assistance and supports to educators of ELs for the
transition to CCR standards in the 2013-2014 school year and beyond;
and
• Develop appropriate monitoring supports for the transition of all
students to college- and career-ready standards as described above in
"Monitoring".

Note: While Indiana implemented CCR standards 1i1 the 2013-2014 schoolyear, the
Indiana legislature, in spring of2013, approved legislation req11iring that ''befare ]u/y 1,
2014, the state board shall adopt Indiana college and career readiness educational standards,
voiding the previous/y adopted set of standards." As a result, Indiana must amend its ESBA
flexibili!J req11est to demonstrate how it will meet the requirements to have CCR standards in
at least reading/ language arts and mathematics for kindergarten through grade 12 in the
2014-15 schoolyear and beyond consistent with the requirements ofBSEA flexibili(y. ED
will send !DOE a separate letter with additional information regarding this amendment.

Element

Develop and Administer High-Quality Assessments
The SEA has not demonstrated that this clement is carried out consistent with
its approved ESEA flexibility request and the principles and rimelincs outlined
in the document titled BSE/1 Flexibili!J.

Summary and
Status of
Implementation

IDOE was approved for ESEA flexibility as a governing member of the
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC)
testing consortium; however, the Indiana General Assembly enacted a state law
that requires the utilization, by all LEAs, of the Indiana Statewide Testing for
Educational Progress Plus (!STEP+) assessment, instead of the P ARCC
assessment, through the 2014-2015 school year.
Additionally, the SEA indicated it had not yet developed a plan to transition
students from the Indiana Modified Achievement Standards Test to the
standardized tests that all non-disabled students will take beginning in the 20142015 school year.

Next Steps
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Element

Develop and Administer High-Quality Assessments
As part of its ESEA flexibility renewal request, IDOE must submit an
amendment to its ESEA flexibility request consisting of a high-quality plan to
ad.minister a high-quality assessment aligned with CCR standards, in
reading/language arts and mathematics by the 2014-2015 school year. The
components this plan must include are detailed in a a separate letter to
Superintendent Ritz.

Element

Priority Schools
The SEA has not demonstrated that this element is carried out consistent with
its approved ESEA flexibility request and the principles and cimelines outlined
in the document titled BSEA flexibility, which states that SEAs must effect
change in priority schools by "ensuring that each LEA with one or more of
these schools implements, for three years, meaningful interventions aligned with
the turnaround principles." Three years of concurrent implementation of
improvement activities across all turnaround principles are required in nonSchool Improvement Grant (SJG) priority schools regardless of when they exit
priority status. IDOE committed, in its approved ESEA flexibility request, to
full implementation in all priority schools beginning in the 2012-201 3 school
year.

'lbe IDOE school improvement planning tools used to select interventions for
non-SIG priority schools do not accurately reflect the ESEA flexibility
turnaround principles. For example, the second ESEA flexibili ty turnaround
Summary and
principle requires that interventions are "ensuring that teachers are effective and
Status of
able to improve instruction by: (1) reviewing the quality of all staff and retaining
Implementation
only those who arc determined to be effective and have the ability to be
successful in the turnaround effort; (2) preventing the ineffective teachers from
transferring to these schools; and (3) providing job-embedded, ongoing
professional development informed by the teacher evaluation and supports
systems and tied to the teacher and student needs" (italics added). However, a
planning template provided by IDOE and currently posted to the SEA website
indicates that a school may fulfill this turnaround principle by implementing any
one of the three components of this turnaround principle, not all of them, as
required. Related training materials for SEA and LEA staff provided by IDOE
do not appear to accurately or consistently define the ESE.A flexibility
turnaround principles.
Second, school improvement planning tools and monitoring reports are not
sufficiently aligned to facilitate evaluation of concurrent implementation of all
ESr,.,A flexibility turnaround principles in non-SIG priority schools. Sample
monitoring report findings provided by !DOE are not alirmed with
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Element

Next Steps

Element

Priority Schools
implementation goals described in improvement plans and do not evaluate the
implementation status of improvement activities across all ESEA flexibility
turnaround principles. 1be SEA did not, provide evidence that each of its nonSIG priority schools reviewed the performance and qualifications of the
principal, made a determination regarding whether to keep or replace the
principal, and either demonstrated to the SEA that the current principal has a
track record of improving achievement and has the ability to lead the
turnaround effort or replaced the principal as appropriate. An LEA must
review the performance and qualifications of the current principal and make a
determination regarding whether it will keep the principal before the school can
be considered to be fully implementing interventions aligned with the
turnaround principles.

As part of its request for ESEA flexibility extension, IDOE will submit an
amendment to begin full implementation in of interventions in non-SIG priority
schools in the 2014-15 school year, including a high quality plan to adjust its
school improvement planning and monitoring pt0cesses by:
• Accurately describing the ESEA flexibili ty turnaround principles within
related tools, documents, training materials and other supports; and
• Aligning planning and monitoring tools to facilitate the determination of
whether each school is concurrently implementing all ESEA flexibility
turnaround principles for three years.

Focus Schools

The SEA has not demonstrated that this clement is carried out consistent with
its approved ESEA flexibility request and the principles and timelines outlined
in the document titled ESEA Flexibilz!y, which states that SEAs must work to
close achievement gaps by "ensuring that each LEA implements
intcrventions ...in each of these l focus] schools based on reviews of the specific
academic needs of the school and its students." LEAs are expected to identify
those subgroups which led to a focus school's identification and ensure that the
selection and implementation of one or more interventions is based on data and
Summary and
other information on the academic and non-academic needs of those identified
Status of
student subgroups, including English Learners, students with disabilities and
Implementation
low-achieving students.
IDOE has not implemented a school improvement process of sufficient quality
to ensure that interventions selected to address reasons for identification of
focus schools are implemented. A sample of LEA accountability plans and
implementation status reports submitted b y IDOE arc not adequately aligned
with each other. Specifically, implementation status notes do not consistently
address the status of those action steps identified in accountability plans as
constituting the actual intervention. Additionally, documentation of
9

Element

Focus Schools
implementation status docs not include feedback regarding adjustments needed
to accountability plans (e.g., adjustments to timelines) based on monitoring
results.
While !DOE committed to full implementation in all focus schools by the first
semester of the 2012-2013 school year, per ES& \ flexibility requirements, but
did not provide evidence confirming implementation meeting the requirements
for focus schools according to this timeline.

Next Steps

Element

As part of its ESEA flexibility extension request, IDOE will submit a highquality plan for adjusting and aligning its SIP and monitoring processes to
facilitate the determination of whether its focus schools are implementing those
interventions selected based on the performance of its lowest-performing ESEA
subgroup(s).

Teacher Evaluation and Support Systems
The SEA has not demonstrated that this clement is carried out consistent with
its approved ESEA flexibility request and the principles and timelines outlined
in the document titled DSEA flexibiliry.

The SEA's approved ESEA flexibility request committed to a State model of
teacher evaluation that weights the overall growth component (sum of individual
student growth, student learning objectives and school-wide learning measures),
for teachers of tested subjects, between 40-50 percent of the teacher's overall
evaluation score. On July 12, 2013, IDOE issued guidance to LE..t\s that it had
Summary and
revised its State model, due to disrnptions in its annuaJ !STEP+ administration,
Status of
for teacher evaluation data for the 2012-2013 school year only, allowing LEAs
Implementation to adjust the weight of the overall growth component to mitigate the impact of
test disrnptions but still significantly inform the summative evaluation ratings at
25 percent for all teachers. The State model weightings for growth would be
returned to levels approved in the SEA's ESEA flexibility request for the 20132014 school year data.
IDOE has not provided sufficient monitoring and technical assistance, based on
the needs of LEAs and schools, to ensure effective implementation of teacher
evaluation systems (see "Monitoring" and "Technical Assistance" above for
summary).

Next Steps

As part of its ESE.A flexibility extension request, IDOE will submit an
amendment to its request to:
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Element

Teacher Evaluation and Support Systems
Reduce the weight of student growth in its State model for teacher
evaluations for evaluations based on 2012-2013 school year data only;
and
• Provide monitoring and technical assistance supports around teacher
evaluation systems consistent with the "next steps" described above in
the "Monitoring" and "Technical Assistance" sections.

•

Element

Principal Evaluation and Support Systems
The SEA has not demonstrated that this clement is carried out consistent with
its approved ESEA flexibility request and the principles and timelines outlined
in the document titled ESEA Flexibiliry, which states that SEAs must use the
results of new evaluation systems for principals to inform personnel decisions
regarding principals, beginning with 2015-2016 school year evaluation data.

The SRA's approved ESEA flexibility request indicates that principal evaluations
will mirror the requirements of IDOE's teacher evaluation systems, which
require personnel decisions connected to the results of teacher evaluation
Summary and
systems. JDOE indicated during the monitoring event, however, that the
Status of
agency does not have authority to require the use of new evaluation system
Implementation
results to inform personnel decisions for principals and that legislative action
would be necessary because, per statute, principal staffing decisions are at the
discretion of LEAs Qegislative action was necessary to connect teacher
evaluation systems to personnel decisions).
IDOE has not provided sufficient monitoring and technical assistance, based on
the needs of LEAs and schools, to ensure effective implementation of principal
evaluation systems (see "Monitoring" and "Technical Assistance" above for
summary).

Next Steps

As part of its ESEA flexibility extension request, the IDOE will submit an
amendment to its request including:
• A high-quality plan for how it will ensure that its principal evaluation
system will be used to inform personnel decisions based on 2015-2016
ratings; and
• The provision of monitoring and technical assistance supports around
principal evaluation systems consistent with the next steps described in
above "Monitoring" and "Technical Assistance" sections.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO STRENGTHEN IMPLEMENTATION

The following recommendations arc provided to support the SEA in continuing to meet the
principles and timelines of ESEA flexibility and strengthening implementation through continuous
improvement and the establishment of systems and processes to sustain implementation and
unprovement.
•

•
•
•

•

IDOE should provide ongoing clarification to LEAs regarding required timelines for the
implementation of CCR standards, English-language proficiency standards and high-quality
assessments to support them
IDOE should continue development of the migrant resource center to provide support to
migrant students in their transition to CCR standards
IDOE should develop and maintain centralized tracking documents for managing the timely
and successful implementation of interventions in priority and focus schools
IDOE should develop and provide guidance to LEAs, schools and teachers that include
steps for generating user-friendly reports of student assessment data from the "Learning
Connection" platform, to facilitate teacher use of data to drive instruction
Given the great challenges most SEAs have had in implementing growth measures for
students of untested grades and subjects, !DOE should augment guidance materials
regarding the development and implementation of SLOs with embedded training, including
targeted training for teachers of srudents with disabilities and English Learners.
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